OneNeck Connect - Denver

Just Imagine.

Delivering high-speed data center and cloud
access for a fixed rate
Setting up a data center or private cloud is only part of the
solution. You also need to have a secure, robust connection
between the data center or private cloud that you can rely on,
at a predictable price; enter OneNeck Connect from OneNeck®
IT Solutions
A Better, Dedicated Circuit
OneNeck Connect allows customers to connect directly to our
data center facility in Denver utilizing a 1 Gbps broadband pipe,
enabling secure, robust connectivity to OneNeck’s colocation and
hosted private cloud services.
The service supports customers who are on-net with Zayo or
Comcast to provide a direct link to our OneNeck data center in
Denver. On-net requires that the customer already have Zayo
or Comcast carrier equipment on site at their location that is
capable of delivering 1 Gbps.

Cloud

Do we have your interest?
To learn more about OneNeck Connect, the most reliable, affordable data center and
private cloud access available, contact us today.

About OneNeck® IT Solutions
OneNeck IT Solutions LLC offers hybrid IT solutions including cloud and hosting
solutions, managed services, enterprise application management, advanced
IT services, IT hardware and top-tier data centers in Arizona, Colorado, Iowa,
Minnesota, New Jersey, Oregon and Wisconsin. OneNeck’s team of technology
professionals manage secure, world-class, hybrid IT infrastructures and applications
for businesses around the country. Visit oneneck.com.
OneNeck is a subsidiary of Telephone and Data Systems, Inc. [NYSE: TDS]. TDS
provides wireless; cable and wireline broadband, TV and voice; and hosted and
managed services to approximately six million customers nationwide through its
businesses U.S. Cellular, TDS Telecom, OneNeck IT Solutions LLC, and TDS Broadband
Service LLC. Visit tdsinc.com.

Cost-Effective and Predictable
Offering a flat rate of $4,995 per month for the following
options:
OneNeck Connect Hosted Private Cloud Special


256GB Hosted Private Cloud (ReliaCloud)



5TB storage



Secure private firewall with context-based access control



1G Zayo or Comcast private connection

OneNeck Connect Colocation Special (limited time/limited
quantities)


5 Colocation cabinets



1G Zayo or Comcast OneNeck Connect, 100mb blended
Internet service

OneNeck Connect allows you have a secure, robust connection
between our data center or private cloud that you can rely on.
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